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Oosterhout, 12 November 2008

Subject  : electronic harassment over 220 VAC

Hi,

What I have come to understand over the past months is that the
criminals, who want to take western society down, are part and parcel of
the electricity industry. The Enron's and foremost their Russian,
Chinese and Indian counterparts.

What i have discovered is that besides the usual electricity feed of
220 VAC to your household, these fellers send something extra, which is
not of the same frequency, but fluctuates. This extra "electricity" has
special hidden purposes unknown to the commoners. I don't have absolute
proof but i suspect that the extra "electricity" is part of remote
harassment which has frequencies which hookup into sensitive parts of
the human brain, with ultimate goal abusive mind-control. This extra
"electricity" feed is, I think, what some people have described as Orgone
energy.

from "WHAT IS ORGONE ENERGY by Charles R_ Kelley, Ph_D_.pdf" :
  ( see conspiracy central for this pdf at
    http://tracker.conspiracycentral.net/torrents-details.php?id=1333  )

  "                      WHAT IS ORGONE ENERGY?
                      by Charles R. Kelley, Ph.D.

           Charles R. "Chuck" Kelley, was the co-founder
             with his wife, Erica, of the Radix Institute
                           and later,
           Kelley/Radix Education in Feeling and Purpose.
                 He passed-away April 30, 2005.
           With his passing, the "ReichianMovement"
                    lost one of its finest.

   Reprinted from The Creative Process
   Vol. II Nos. 2&3 September 1962
   with an introduction by the author July 1999

   Copyright © 1962 Charles R. Kelley
   KELLEY/RADIX
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                   WHAT IS ORGONE ENERGY? {1}
                   by Charles R. Kelley, Ph.D.

   Franz Anton Mesmer called it animal magnetism; Charles von
   Reichenbach called it odyle. To Henri Bergson it was the elan
   vital, the "vital force;" while to Hans Driesch it was the
   entelechy . Sigmund Freud observed its functioning in human
   emotions and termed it libido.William MacDougall, the great British
   - American psychologist of a generation ago, labeled it hormic



   energy.  Dozens, if not hundreds, of lesser - known scientists have
   recognized its presence and have given it a name to characterize
   its special properties. Among the 20th-century proponents of the
   concept are, for example, Doctors Charles Littlefield and his vital
   magnetism and George StarrWhite and his cosmo-electric energy .
   Mechanistic science in the 17th through 19th centuries embraced
   many of its essential qualities in the concept of the ether, while
   mystical human beings have embraced other essential qualities of it
   in the concept of god.

   Orgone energy is Wilhelm Reich's name for the substratum from which
   all nature is created. The best definition this author can provide
   for it is this: Orgone energy is the creative force in nature. This
   article will discuss briefly the history of the discovery of orgone
   energy by Reich and will describe its properties. It will then
   summarize the evidence for and against the concept and, finally,
   will undertake to explain why it is that the concept meets such
   great resistance.

   Reich's Discovery of Orgone Energy

   Orgone energy was originally discovered by Wilhelm Reich in his
   psychiatric work. As a psychoanalyst and student of Freud, Reich's
   point of departure was, quite naturally, Freud's concept of
   "libido. " "Libido" is life energy, desire, the source of human
   striving. Reich developed the libido concept, concentrating on its
   physical expression and simultaneous psychological content, until
   he was able to show the relation of bodily attitude and emotion.
   This he described in CHARACTER ANALYSIS, a book which went further
   than any work in history in

   24/01/2006 21:15:33 http://www.orgone.org/articles/ax9kelley1a.htm
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   {1} From a public lecture by the author on May 9, 1962, at the
       Hewitt Auditorium, Cooper Union, New York City. The lecture was
       the first of a series of six lectures entitled An Introduction
       to Orgonomy, which were sponsored by the Interscience Research
       Institute.
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   solving the mystery of the relation' of mind and body. In this
   great book Reich also described the mass pathology of the animal
   man, This pathology consists of a chronic rigidity of the
   musculature which blocks the movement of energy underlying emotion
   and hence blocks the emotion, thus providing the psychic or
   emotional underpinning of mankind's universal sickness.

   Reich's initial work on orgone energy was done, then, in depth
   psychology. From this it spread, quite naturally, into sociology
   and political science, for Reich saw quite clearly that the
   sickness of man was socially or culturally transmitted. His books,
   THE MASS PSYCHOLOGY OF FASCISM, THE SEXUAL REVOLUTION and PEOPLE IN
   TROUBLE deal with this enlargement of his depth psychological
   discoveries to the social and political scene.

   It was natural for a mind like Reich's to generalize and deepen his
   understanding of libidinal energy, and as he did his medical work
   expanded beyond the field of psychiatry into more general areas of
   medicine and biology. The concept of libidinal energy developed
   into the more concrete concept of "bioelectricity," which soon
   proved not to be electricity and in time was renamed "orgone
   energy." Books dealing with this phase of Reich's discoveries are



   THE FUNCTION OF THE ORGASM and THE CANCER BIOPATHY. These books
   constitute Volumes 1 and 2 of THE DISCOVERY OF THE ORGONE, Reich's
   presentation to the world of the discovery of orgone energy.

   Although orgone energy was first discovered in the human body,
   Reich learned through painstaking observation and experiment that
   it existed in free form in the atmosphere. With this finding,
   Reich's work transcended the boundaries of biology and entered the
   realm of meteorology and atmospheric physics."

One very effective method to simply annihilate the unregulated "Orgone"
part of your electricity feed to your house, is by using multiple
socket lines with surge protection and mains filter, to hookup your TV,
PC and other electrical equipment which has interactive input to your
six senses. See attachments (190_201.pdf and 190_121.jpg).

Best Regards,

Robert
--
Robert M. Stockmann - RHCE
Network Engineer - UNIX/Linux Specialist
crashrecovery.org  stock@stokkie.net



UPDATE 1

Date: Fri, 31 Oct 2008 20:50:27 +0100 (CET)
From: Robert M. Stockmann <stock@stokkie.net>
To: Greg Hallett <too@slingshot.co.nz>
Subject: Re: Orgone opposite

On Fri, 31 Oct 2008, Greg Hallett wrote:

> Date: Fri, 31 Oct 2008 01:05:46 +1300
> From: Greg Hallett <too@slingshot.co.nz>
> To: Robert M. Stockmann <stock@stokkie.net>
> Subject: Re: Orgone opposite
> 
> Robert,
> interested in this bit:
>
> > ". . .  the criminals, who want to take western society down, are  
> > part and parcel of the electricity industry.
> > The Enron's and foremost their Russian, Chinese and Indian  
> > counterparts.
> > . . .  besides the usual electricity feed of 220 VAC to your  
> > household, these fellers send something extra, which is
> > not of the same frequency, but fluctuates. This extra "electricity"  
> > has
> > special hidden purposes unknown to the commoners. I don't have  
> > absolute
> > proof but I suspect that the extra "electricity" is part of remote
> > harassment which has frequencies which hookup into sensitive parts of
> > the human brain, with ultimate goal of abusive mind-control.
> 
> > This extra "electricity" feed is NOT Orgone energy and probably the  
> > absolute opposite.

This i didn't write. Who said that? The Sp^ym^aster? Makes sense
if one identifies Orgone enery as a positive energy which heals people,
makes em stronger and makes things grow. Heh, if we switch
off that extra "electricity" feed, we all become Giants? 

Cheers,

Robert
-- 
Robert M. Stockmann - RHCE
Network Engineer - UNIX/Linux Specialist
crashrecovery.org  stock@stokkie.net

UPDATE 2

Wed Nov 12 22:40:06 CET 2008

Another important observation, concerning TV equipment, is that if you
don't have a CABLE FREE TV-signal, they will send unregulated
"electricity" through the CABLE ANTENNA and use that Voltage/Amperage as
source for their heinous game. I just measured at least 220 VAC on my
CABLE ATTENNA !

So if you really want to watch TV without "Orgone" harassment you will
need a CABLE FREE TV-signal, like e.g. Satellite Dish or the
old-fashioned antenna on your roof top. It certainly makes sense as the
authorities since 2002 have shutdown the Dutch LOPIK TV-tower
transmitter. The 80 - 110 MHz FM radio stations are still around though.

Best Regards,

Robert
--
Robert M. Stockmann - RHCE
Network Engineer - UNIX/Linux Specialist
crashrecovery.org  stock@stokkie.net



UPDATE 3

Sat Nov 29 10:00:15 CET 2008

Although (and even _IF_) your electronics equipment is
connected with multiple socket lines with surge protection and 
mains filter, the occasion might arise that your equipment 
(typically a home video theater or PC with audio output) and 
its connected speakers, or sort-alike devices with magnetic coils,
can still be manipulated to such an extend that the magnetic 
coils start sending the unregulated "negative Orgone" energy 
part. This unregulated emitting typically happens when the 
equipment is in 'standby' mode or while the equipment is powered
down, even when 220 VAC mains (filtered or not) is still connected.
    
Not all electronics equipment featuring magnetic coils (audio 
speakers) are affected though. Typically, more recent equipment 
from Far-East electronics equipment manufacturers have this 
hidden capability. So are all PC motherboards produced in the 
Far-East a prime suspect. A friend recently mentioned that today 
almost all PC mainboards are manufactured by Foxcon in China, 
even if the PC's and Laptops themselves are 'produced' by premier
retailers like HP/ IBM/ Dell etc. Today the Foxcon job seems to
have been extended to all home electronics equipment.

See also :

"AND NOW THE MANCHURIAN MICROCHIP"
 Posted by admin in News on 11 18th, 2008 | 88 responses
http://www.dailyartisan.com/news/and-now-the-manchurian-microchip/

Best Regards,

Robert
PS.
   Electronic harassment over 220 VAC
   http://crashrecovery.org/rendon/electronic-harassment-over-220-VAC.pdf
-- 
Robert M. Stockmann - RHCE
Network Engineer - UNIX/Linux Specialist


